Finn continues its
exporting· spree
• Richard Jansen van Vuuren
Mining Weekly Features Writer
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lINATEX world-wide have s~{alisejtili'~e
design of equipment
to both -process and transport abrasive slurries. This design
expertise is well manifested by the lINATEX range of knife-gate
valves. The central feature of these valves is the sealing arrangement
pravided by lINATEX liners. The careful design of these liners
ensures that the valve can be fully opened whilst at the same time
providing leak-proof sealing.

IINA.IEX
Unalex Africa (Ply) Ltd. Gauleng, South Africa.
Tet: (011)864-2744 Fax: (011)908-5518
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When speed and flexlblllty
of service is paramount
" Our service will blast any competitor
away_ We don't play for fun - we mean
business'
Sovereign Steel is a deliberately designed
business to be able- to speedily meets
customers needs. Every member of this new
generation of steel merchants is accessible,
empowered and will go to any lengths to
provide the very best performance and aftersales service.
Call our service and distribution centres for
all your mild steel and speciality steels
requirements. "
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attending a trade show
in Canada, business
enquiries directed at
~
Johannesburg firm Corflex
Engineering have resulted in the
sale of two hydraulicallyoperated 500 mm pinch valves
to be used in a tar-sand project
in the north American country.
This follows previous orders
received for mines in Zambia
and Mali towards the end of last
year.
"We are also optimistic that a
significant order for three 200
mm hydraulically-operated
pinch valves for mining
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~~~ ~"v "Iapplications will be coming
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through from Australia," states
director Dave Webber.
Dave Webber
Having firmly established
itself in the Australian market,
the pipeline, which is costly.
with an impressive success rate
With the local mining industry
booming in the early 1980s,
from enquiries received over the
last four years, the company will
Webber saw an opportunity to
be focusing on broadening the
manufacture a pinch valve that
development of its export
would be able to tolerate high
market.
volumes of abrasive material at
high pressures and that would
The perception is that Corflex
valves are superior to similar
require little or no maintenance.
products made elsewhere in the
"To this day, our valves have
world in quality and pressure
been developed to operate at
higher pressures than any other
ratings.
similar valve in the world,"
Local business for the
company is at a steady rate as
maintains Webber.
numerous agents around the
The manufacturing process of
country keep a constant flow of
the rubber pinch valves begins
with the laying up of the liner
orders coming in.
on a mandrel to the required
Pinch valves have historically
thickness.
been confined to low-pressure
applications due to inferiorReinforcement, usually hightensile wire, is then added, the
strength sleeves.
amount of which depends on
"In every other respect they
are ideal slurry valves, being a
the working pressure of the
rubber-lined pipe when open
sleeve.
.The outer cover is then
and, providing that they are shut
properly and not allowed to
applied, which protects the
sleeve from weathering and
leak, there is very little or no
wear," explains Webber.
corrosion.
All this is carried out by hand
Traditional alternative options
and manufactured to ISO 9002
for high-pressure applications
are ball, plug, gate or other steel
standards.
valves.
At the completion of the
making of the valve it is
These, however, have certain
pressure-tested to twice the
drawbacks, such as the need for
recommended working pressure.
intensive maintenance which
requires frequent disruption to
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